ABSTRACT

Writing is one of the important aspects of language skills. All students would have the potential to write, including writing or producing text ekplanasi complex, is one of learning techniques which emphasizes the concepts of cooperation of students in the group or partners. In connection with that, the authors are interested in doing research complex learning produces explanatory text by using the card technique sentences in class XI student of SMK Medikacom Bandung.

The problems that the authors ask is: 1) Can the author implement instructional complex producing explanatory text by using the card technique sentences in class XI student of SMK Medikacom Bandung ?; 2) Can the class XI student of SMK Medikacom AKN-A Bandung producing complex explanatory text by using the technique of sentence cards; and 3) effective the sentence cards technique used in producing learning complex explanatory text in class XI student of SMK Medika-com AKN-A Bandung ?.

The hypothesis that the writer formulated as follows: 1) The author is able to carry out learning activities ekplanasi complex writing text using techniques sentence cards in class XI student of SMK Medikacom Bandung 2) students of class XI SMK Medikacom Bandung capable of writing text explanations of complex with using techniques sentence cards. 3) Mechanical appropriate sentence cards used in learning to produce complex explanatory text by using the card technique sentences in class X SMK Medikacom Bandung.

The research method that I use is an experimental method using research techniques literature review, test, and analysis. The results of his research as follows.

a. The author is able to carry out the study produce explanatory text Complex with the sentence on the card technique class XI student of SMK Medikacom Bandung. This is evidenced by the results of the planning and implementation of learning assessment of 3.6. Ability authors include both categories (A).

b. Class XI student of SMK Medikacom AKN-A Bandung capable of producing complex explanatory text by using the technique of sentence cards. It is evident from the average value of 4.6 pretest and posttest average value of 8.16. The increase of 3.56.

c. Techniques appropriate sentence cards used in producing learning complex explanatory text. This is evident from the results of statistical calculations with tcount result of 18.8, ttable of 2.04 at the 95% confidence level, and db at 29.

That is, the authors conclude that all hypotheses were formulated acceptable.
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